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Abstract
Dialogue systems like chatbots, and tasks like
question-answering (QA) have gained traction
in recent years; yet evaluating such systems re-
mains difficult. Reasons include the great vari-
ety in contexts and use cases for these systems
as well as the high cost of human evaluation.
In this paper, we focus on a specific type of dia-
logue systems: Time-Offset Interaction Appli-
cations (TOIAs) are intelligent, conversational
software that simulates face-to-face conversa-
tions between humans and pre-recorded hu-
man avatars. Under the constraint that a TOIA
is a single output system interacting with users
with different expectations, we identify two
challenges: first, how do we define a ‘good’ an-
swer? and second, what’s an appropriate met-
ric to use? We explore both challenges through
the creation of a novel dataset that identifies
multiple good answers to specific TOIA ques-
tions through the help of Amazon Mechanical
Turk workers. This ‘view from the crowd’ al-
lows us to study the variations of how TOIA
interrogators perceive its answers. Our contri-
butions include the annotated dataset that we
make publicly available and the proposal of
Success Rate @k as an evaluation metric that
is more appropriate than the traditional QA’s
and information retrieval’s metrics.

1 Introduction

Time-Offset Interaction Applications (TOIAs) (Art-
stein et al., 2015) are a sort of chatbot applications
that lie between Question Answering (QA) and In-
formation Retrieval (IR). They differ from QA in
that a TOIA’s task is not about demonstrating com-
prehension of a text span (Rajpurkar et al., 2016;
Reddy et al., 2019) but selecting a single (one-shot)
appropriate answer from a restricted set of answers,
a problem also known as Answer Retrieval (AR) or
retrieval-based dialogue (Boussaha et al., 2019).

Ideal TOIA interactions are expected to mirror a
dialogue with a real person, including all the pos-

Figure 1: Initial ten turns of a casual dialogue between
an interrogator and a TOIA avatar using our best per-
forming retrieval model.

sible directions it may take — which naturally has
great ramification on evaluation: when two people
meet and engage in casual conversation, questions
may range over different topics and depending on
the answer to a specific question, different con-
versational question-answer threads may unravel.
Also, not unexpected, different answers to a spe-
cific question can be acceptable and not cause a
change in the overall conversational flow. So, how
can we answer the question what is a ‘good’ (i.e.,

‘right’, ‘correct’ or ‘relevant’) answer?

We explore this question using a publicly avail-
able dataset that was manually annotated by its
avatar maker – the Margarita Dialogue Corpus
(MDC) (Chierici et al., 2020). The best performing
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IR model we could produce had a low Recall@1
– 24% on the development (dev) set and just be-
low 10% on the test set. When trying to interact
with this avatar, one would expect to get a wrong
answer about 1/4th of the times or less. However,
when chatting with the avatar using the best per-
forming model (Figure 1), we could see that the
system wasn’t so bad in entertaining and holding a
conversation. Hence we asked a ‘crowd’ of human
annotators to give their opinion, and we learned that
the task to define the correct answers isn’t straight-
forward, primarily due to misaligned expectations
about answer relevance. We explore a number of
metrics and single out Success Rate @k (SR@k)
as the most pertinent metric for optimizing TOIAs.
Our contributions include the annotated dataset that
we make publicly available, and the introduction
of SR@k as the best metric for evaluating TOAIs.

We present previous work on TOIAs and related
datasets in Section 2. Sections 3, 4, and 5 introduce
the corpus, retrieval models, and annotation pro-
cess we used, respectively. We present our results
and analysis in Section 6, and discuss further in
Section 7. In Section 8, we share how to apply this
work’s conclusions to develop better avatars.

2 Related Work

We present a number of recent TOIAs, and data sets
relevant for their study and development. While
most of the related work focuses on large corpora,
working with small datasets and addressing eval-
uation issues of TOIAs are interesting, practical
problems both for the IR (what is ‘relevant’?) and
the NLP communities (transfer learning and low
resources corpora).

2.1 Recent TOIAs

TOIAs have applications in a number of practical
scenarios. For example, they are used for keeping
historical memories (Traum et al., 2015b), job inter-
view practice for young adults with developmental
disabilities,1 and building digital humans across dif-
ferent industries.2,3 The most recent TOIAs involve
significant production costs, they are mainly used
as museum attractions or training prototypes for
the army, and they require recording about 2,000
answers for building an avatar (Nishiyama et al.,
2016; Jones, 2005). While these works focus more

1https://ict.usc.edu/prototypes/vita/
2www.soulmachines.com
3www.storyfile.com

on the overall system architecture, components and
the avatar creation methodologies, their evaluation
has seldom been addressed. Furthermore, research
into time-offset interactions needs to generalize
and streamline the avatar development process. A
first attempt made by Abu Ali et al. (2018) goes
towards this direction and includes the possibility
to chat with the avatars in different languages. We
develop our TOIA using their open-sourced archi-
tecture. Building and democratizing access to this
technology is an interesting problem, and defining
the right evaluation setup is a critical step forward.

2.2 The Evaluation Problem

Traum et al. (2015a) report that their TOIA gives
relevant direct answers to 60-66% of user utter-
ances, and that seems to be good enough from
“informal impressions from current testing at a mu-
seum.” However, we don’t have to date a rigorous
study about how multiple users of TOIAs evaluate
such interactions. Regarding the evaluation task
in adjacent fields such as IR and QA, this is often
criticized and remains an open problem (Liu et al.,
2016). IR systems focus on the relevance of a set
of documents retrieved and ‘relevance’ itself is a
notion not exempt from criticism (Manning et al.,
2008). The evaluation metrics mostly reported are
the Mean Average Precision (MAP) and the Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR). Applying these metrics
to question-answer (q-a) retrieval makes it difficult
to compare systems. In the context of TOIAs, we
only care about the single retrieved answer as the
most relevant. Moreover, MAP and MRR are influ-
enced by how many relevant q-a pairs exist or are
retrieved by the system (more on this in Section 7)
so it’s difficult to compare results across different
datasets or annotation methodologies of the same
dataset. Other metrics like Recall@k also depend
on the number of relevant q-a pairs. For example
Lowe et al. (2015) report Recall@k by picking the
right answer and 10 randomly sampled distractors,
rather than computing a relevance score between a
question and all the possible answers available in
the knowledge base. This way Recall@10 would
always give 100%, making it difficult to judge how
good the system would be from a user perspective
in a practical implementation.

QA system evaluation is not necessarily relevant
for TOIAs as the QA task is more about reading
comprehension than the ability to retrieve an an-
swer from a knowledge base and engage in a free-

https://ict.usc.edu/prototypes/vita/
www.soulmachines.com
www.storyfile.com
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form dialogue format. Moreover, such systems of-
ten use text generation models which we didn’t use
in our TOIA. Text generation methodologies are
usually evaluated with n-gram based metrics (Mer-
divan et al., 2020) such as BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002), ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and METEOR (Baner-
jee and Lavie, 2005), which are often criticized for
their poor alignment with human judgement (Chen
et al., 2019). Across all these works as well as
the datasets presented for study free-form conver-
sations, there is a gap in addressing the question
of what is a ‘good’ answer. This is an important
question to address not only for evaluating the rele-
vant NLP tasks, but also for defining an annotation
methodology.

2.3 Relevant Dialogue Data
Conversational questions have challenging phe-
nomena not present in existing reading comprehen-
sion datasets. Recent datasets that focus on free-
form human dialogues and include human annota-
tions are CoQA (Reddy et al., 2019) and HUMOD
(Merdivan et al., 2020). CoQA is a large scale read-
ing comprehension dataset that improves a dataset
like SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) by including
questions that depend on conversation history and
by ensuring the naturalness of answers in a conver-
sation. HUMOD instead takes inspiration from
the Cornell’s movie dialogue corpus (Danescu-
Niculescu-Mizil and Lee, 2011) by adding human
annotations to it. The Douban Conversation Cor-
pus (Wu et al., 2016) contains dialogues between
people sampled from Douban, a popular social net-
work in China. The dataset is public and open
domain — people chat about movies, books, mu-
sic, etc. These datasets are both large scale and
address different tasks, whereas TOIAs usually in-
volve much smaller datasets. A system like Traum
et al. (2015b)’s has a Knowledge Base (KB) of
about 2,000 answers. We used the Margarita Dia-
logue Corpus (MDC) made available by Chierici
et al. (2020), which has a KB of 431 answers, as
well as a set of complete annotated dialogues.

2.4 Deep Retrieval-Based Dialogue Systems
State-of-the-art results have been achieved very re-
cently on Answer-Retrieval tasks using deep learn-
ing architectures (Wu et al., 2016; Humeau et al.,
2019; Roller et al., 2020). We used more straight-
forward techniques for this work as we want to
focus on human evaluation rather than AR tech-
niques. Moreover, the data size for the TOIA we

use – and for TOIAs in general – is too small for
deep learning. We manage to overcome this limita-
tion for a sentence similarity model (more on this
in the next section) and plan to leverage transfer
learning in future work.

3 The Margarita Dialogue Corpus

Chierici et al. (2020) recorded twenty dialogues
with twenty different interrogators who were each
instructed to engage in a 15-minute conversation
with a TOIA’s avatar maker. They then used ten
randomly picked dialogues to define the training
set (in the original data, these dialogues are labeled
as ‘train’ but here we call them ‘development’ or
‘dev’ set as we use them as such). They used these
dialogues as the inspiration for defining the KB of
q-a pairs the avatar maker recorded in the TOIA.
The MDC comprises conversations ‘on-topic’ and
‘wild’: half of the conversations are about the uni-
versity attended by the avatar maker and half did
not have a set topic – the interrogator was instructed
to get to know the avatar maker as one would do
when meeting a person for the first time. For the
original dialogues and KB statistics, we point to
the original MDC paper tables. Here we limit our-
selves to mention a few highlights. The KB is not
in dialogue format. There are 431 unique answers
and 758 unique questions. The answers in the KB
correspond to the videos the avatar maker recorded
for powering the TOIA. Some questions have more
than one possible answer, and some answers have
more than one possible question. In total, the MDC
KB comprises 892 self-contained q-a pairs. In ad-
dition to the KB, the MDC includes dev and test
dialogues comprising 340 and 319 q-a pairs, re-
spectively. Each dialogue has 33 turns on average.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of frequent tri-
gram prefixes for the MDC’s KB questions and
answers, and for the dialogues dev set. Because
of the free-form nature of questions, we have a
richer variety of questions in the dialogues than
the KB. While nearly half of the KB questions are
dominated by ‘what’ questions, the dev questions
are distributed across multiple question types. Sev-
eral sectors indicated by prefixes I, that, so, and
it are frequent in the dev set but are completely
absent in the KB. This indicates that dialogues are
highly conversational whereas the KB is not, and
while a large portion of questions in the dev set are
do, I, and what type of questions, an equally large
number are made of different types of questions.
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(a) KB Questions (b) KB Answers (c) Dev dialogues set questions

Figure 2: Distribution of trigram prefixes of questions and answers in the Margarita Dialogue Corpus’ KB (a, b),
and questions in the MDC’s dialogue sets (c).

4 Retrieval Models

We used five models for retrieving answers for
the questions in the MDC dialogue dataset, and
for shortlisting the top candidate responses for the
‘crowd’ annotation task.

(1) TF-IDF q-Q: Let q be a query from a user (in
our case, a question in the MDC dialogue dataset),
and Q a question annotated in the MDC KB. We
vectorized q and Q using a TF-IDF vectorizer
trained on the KB, and computed the shortest dis-
tance between q and Q with cosine similarity. We
used the sci-kit learn Python library for the TF-IDF
vectorizer (Pedregosa et al., 2011).

(2) Okapi BM25 q-Q: Okapi BM25 (Trotman
et al., 2014) is a bag-of-words retrieval function
that ranks a set of documents based on the query
terms appearing in each document. We used the
Rank-BM25 implementation in Python.4 Since
BM25 was the worst performing approach, we do
not report on it further due to limited space.

(3) BERT q-Q: BERT is a large deep learn-
ing model architecture, and one of 2018’s break-
throughs in NLP (Devlin et al., 2018). We com-
puted the sentence embedding for each q and Q by
taking the mean of BERT pre-trained layers. The
cosine similarity between embeddings gives us the
ranking function for computing how close a query
in the dialogues is to a question in the KB.

(4 and 5) Fine-tuned BERT q-A: We fine-tuned
BERT on answer selection as a classification task.
Let A be an answer in the KB. For every Q-A pairs

4https://pypi.org/project/rank-bm25/

in the KB, we labeled them as 1’s to indicate a
relevant match. We then sampled a number of ir-
relevant (or ‘wrong’) matches for every question,
and labeled them as 0’s. We tried different sam-
pling ratios, namely drawing one wrong match for
every correct one (1:1), ten wrong ones (1:10), a
hundred (1:100) and using all the available utter-
ances (1:All). To increase the data size further and
better generalize for questions phrased differently,
we augmented the train data by sampling synthetic
questions using the methodology proposed by Wei
and Zou (2019) and their Python implementation.5

We fine-tuned BERT for 3 more epochs (we chose a
few epochs as advised by Dodge et al. (2020)) using
Wolf et al. (2019)’s Transformers library. We only
report on BERT q-A 1:100 and BERT q-A 1:All
as they were the best performing.

5 Crowd Annotations

We developed a web interface (Figure 3) for col-
lecting the annotations from the ‘crowd’ using the
crowdsourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT). Full anonymity of the users were main-
tained and the ERB review of the host institution
didn’t raise ethical concerns.

For each question in the MDC dialogue dataset,
we took the union of the top-10 answers retrieved
by the five different retrieval techniques described
above. On average, each question has about 24 se-
lected answers. Using a sliding window on all the
dialogue questions, we selected three conversation
turns, and appended the prediction as a fourth turn
(interrogator-avatar-interrogator-predicted avatar
response) without specifying who was whom, and

5https://github.com/jasonwei20/eda_nlp

https://pypi.org/project/rank-bm25/
https://github.com/jasonwei20/eda_nlp
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Figure 3: Annotation interface displayed to the human annotators.

always starting the dialogue snippet from an inter-
rogator’s question and ending with the avatar’s an-
swer. We chose four turns because it seems to give
an optimal context size by looking at the annota-
tions performed on the HUMOD dataset (Merdivan
et al., 2020). So we have 339 dialogue snippets for
the dev set and 341 for the test set. Each human an-
notator could rate as many snippets as they wanted
in one task. On average, they rated 23 sampled
dialogue conversations. They were asked to rate
the last reply of the dialogue snippet on a 1–5 scale
according to the dialogue context (where 1: Clearly
not a good match; 5: Perfect match for the context).
Each dialogue–reply pair is rated by three different
annotators. For each dialogue context, there are on
average 72 annotated answers (24 times 3), result-
ing in a total dataset size of 24,291 annotations for
the dev dialogues and 24,555 for the test dialogues.
In order to maintain high quality responses in the
data, we defined a blacklist of annotators who gave
poor quality annotations as follows. We forced
each annotator to give a rating for the ‘gold answer’
given by the avatar maker in the dialogues data. If
the annotator gave a rating lower than 4 (i.e., 1, 2 or
3) to the gold answer, we removed them from the
annotations. While this blacklisting methodology
is quite restrictive (we lose about 36% annotations),
we have a large enough number of annotations left
for our purposes.

Rater 1 vs Rater 2 κ (dev)
Closest two ratings 0.51
Lowest two ratings 0.23
Highest two ratings 0.07
Random two ratings 0.10

κ (test)
0.50
0.20
0.11
0.04

Table 1: Inter-annotator agreement computed using Co-
hen’s kappa score (κ) for the dev set and the test set.

6 Results and Analysis

We analyze our annotations in terms of interanno-
tator agreement and the relationship between the
crowd’s opinion and the best retrieved answers by
the models. We then report the IR metrics on the
models we decided to study.

6.1 Inter-annotator Agreement

We computed the weighted Cohen’s kappa score
(Cohen, 1968) between human ratings to compute
inter-annotator agreement excluding the blacklisted
annotations. Following the approach of Merdivan
et al. (2020), we calculated the weighted kappa
score for different configurations of three ratings
for each different context-predicted answer pair.
We calculated weighted kappa score for the closest
two (as a majority voting) ratings, the highest two
ratings, the lowest two ratings, and on a random
selection of two ratings from the three ratings of
each predicted answer. For example, if a dialogue
snippet is rated 1, 2 and 5, we keep the closest two
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Gold TF-IDF BERT BERT BERT
q-Q q-Q q-A q-A

1:100 1:All
dev

Average 4.53 4.03 3.99 4.17 4.01
%Gold 89.0 88.2 92.1 88.5
Rank 2 4 1 3

test
Average 4.59 3.01 2.98 3.47 3.25
%Gold 65.6 64.9 75.7 70.9
Rank 3 4 1 2

Table 2: Average ratings assigned to the gold and top
retrieval model choices in dev and test sets. %Gold
specifies the ratio of model average rating to gold aver-
age rating. Rank specifies the performance rank of the
retrieval model.

(1 and 2) and randomly assigned them to Rater 1
and Rater 2. Table 1 shows the results of each
combination for the MDC’s dialogue dev set and
test set. The inter-annotator agreement seems con-
sistent between the test and dev set apart for the
highest two ratings and the random two ratings sce-
narios. However, both scenarios register quite a low
agreement between annotators. Though represent-
ing moderate agreement, the highest is between the
closest two ratings, showing that the ‘crowd’ seems
more in agreement on a majority vote than on the
lowest two ratings, highest two, or random two
ratings. Moreover, agreeing on the worst answers
(lowest two ratings) seems easier than agreeing on
the best answers (highest two ratings). As our anal-
ysis points out, the poor level of agreement between
annotators isn’t about the quality of the annotations.
It rather shows the difficulty of defining what is a
good answer for a TOIA’s interrogator.

6.2 Crowd Ratings of Retrieval Top Choices

Next we consider the average rating given by the
AMT workers to the gold answer, and to the top
retrieved reply by our four models. We include
the ratings to all snippets excluding blacklisted
annotations for both dev and test. We drop 35%
of the annotations for the top retrieved answers
due to blacklisting, consistently with the overall
drop reported above. See Table 2 for the averages,
percentage of the gold answer (i.e. how close to the
gold answer is a model), and model ranking. The
standard deviation of the average ratings for the
gold answer is 0.35 in dev and 0.39 in test (because
of blacklisting, we only keep ratings 4 and 5 for

Retrieval ρ (dev)
TF-IDF q-Q 0.25
BERT q-Q 0.16
BERT q-A 1:100 0.30
BERT q-A 1:All 0.29

ρ (test)
0.10
0.08
0.13
0.15

Table 3: Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient (ρ)
between each retrieval model and the human ratings for
the dev set and the test set.

the gold answer).6 The standard deviation of the
retrieval models ranges from 1.17 to 1.33 in dev
and 1.20 to 1.38 in test.

The results indicate that, although the crowd dis-
agrees, they generally give high ratings to the best
retrieved answers. So, annotators may disagree
on many instances, but when the models retrieve
sensible answers, these are recognized by the an-
notators. For this reason we decide not to resolve
the annotator’s disagreements, and in the analysis
that follows we use the average rating between the
three (or less because of blacklisting) scores given
by the crowd for each dialogue context-predicted
reply pair. According to the crowd, the model with
the best top choice is BERT q-A 1:100, and the
model with the worst top choice is BERT q-Q.

6.3 Correlations Between Models and
Annotations

We also computed the Spearman’s Rank Correla-
tion Coefficients between the rankings produced
by four of the models used for answer retrieval and
the annotators ratings (always excluding the black-
listed annotations). The results are displayed in
Table 3. While the correlations are weak (yet sta-
tistically significant as all the p-values approached
0), we can notice a mixed behavior. The models
performing better (See Table 4) do not necessar-
ily correlate more with human ratings. This is a
ranking correlation. So the crowd may rank differ-
ently than the models’ answers but agree on the top
ranked replies as we have seen earlier. Furthermore,
on the 24 answer presented for each dialogue snip-
pet on average, few ones are the top ranked by the
models and the majority are ‘negative’ examples,
where it’s easier to disagree or rank differently.

6For reference, the average of all ratings of the gold an-
swers (i.e. without blacklisting) is 3.96 for dev and 3.76 for
test, with corresponding standard deviation of 0.71 and 0.74
respectively.
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Avatar Maker’s Annotations Crowd’s Annotations
Metric Rand TF-IDF BERT BERT BERT Crowd Rand TF-IDF BERT BERT BERT Crowd

q-Q q-Q q-A q-A q-Q q-Q q-A q-A
1:100 1:All 1:100 1:All

R@1 0.0 23.4 22.9 24.0 21.0 9.1 0.1 6.5 3.9 7.5 6.6 20.9
R@2 0.2 29.5 28.0 33.3 29.5 15.5 0.2 9.6 6.3 10.8 9.6 40.4
R@10 1.1 38.2 42.0 55.2 43.1 34.0 1.3 21.5 24.7 24.0 18.7 98.4
MRR 2.6 69.1 60.5 70.1 81.8 48.0 7.0 49.4 49.1 53.6 63.4 97.3
MAP 2.4 66.5 69.1 90.3 59.6 18.8 4.5 33.6 35.7 28.8 17.6 97.3
SR@1 0.0 32.4 31.8 33.2 29.1 12.6 0.3 36.6 36.0 42.3 36.9 97.3
SR@2 0.3 40.6 38.2 45.0 40.9 20.9 0.9 50.6 48.8 55.4 52.4 97.3
SR@10 1.5 49.1 51.5 66.8 57.1 43.5 5.6 75.3 80.7 82.4 79.5 97.3

Table 4: Information Retrieval metrics on the dev dialogues set for all the models, including a random selection
model and using the crowd ratings as a retrieval model. On the left the models are assessed against the original
annotations made by the avatar maker. On the right the models are assessed against the annotations from the crowd.

6.4 Versatile Questions and Answers

Excluding random noise or poor quality annota-
tions, one hypothesis is that the more volatile (or
the higher the disagreement in) the ratings for a
given q-a pair, the more difficult it is to assign
a ‘ground truth’ value to an annotation. To vali-
date this hypothesis, we computed a more practical
proxy of disagreement. The Coefficient of Vari-
ation (CoV) is defined as the standard deviation
of the three ratings given on the same q-a pairs
divided by their average. The CoV quantifies the
variability of the ratings with respect to the average
rating for a given q-a pair.

Let A be the set of questions with a CoV higher
than the 75th percentile (0.50) and B the set of
questions with a CoV lower than the median (0.25).
A has 167 utterances, B has 239 and their inter-
section has 133. Set A less the intersection de-
fines the ‘versatile’ questions, i.e. utterances that
go well with many answers and generate high dis-
agreement. Set B less the intersection represents
‘one-sided’ questions, i.e. questions that don’t go
well with many answers, hence generate low dis-
agreement. To confirm this expected behavior, we
re-computed the Weighted Cohen’s kappa on the
two versatile and one-sided questions. The uplift
in agreement or disagreement confirmed our inter-
pretation. E.g., for the one-sided questions, the
inter-annotator agreement doubles on the highest
two ratings, it improves by a few points for the clos-
est two ratings and the lowest two ratings, while κ
becomes negative for the one-sided questions. It
seems that there are less versatile questions (34)
than one-sided ones (106) in the dev dialogues.

Avatar Maker Crowd
Metric BERT BERT BERT BERT

q-Q q-A 1:100 q-Q q-A 1:100
SR@1 7.8 11.9 13.5 25.2
SR@2 12.2 19.7 23.3 35.5
SR@10 22.6 36.1 75.8 68.2

Table 5: SR@k metrics on the test set only for the best
performing models on SR@1 and SR@10.

Repeating the same analysis on the answers, we
have 152 versatile, 237 one-sided, and 118 in the
intersection.

6.5 IR Metrics

Given that a TOIA’s ability to engage in a con-
versation depends critically on retrieving a cor-
rect answer from the knowledge base, we focus
on models (and hence metrics) used for Informa-
tion Retrieval. The IR metrics we use to evalu-
ate the answer retrieval ability of our TOIA are
Recall@k (Lowe et al., 2015), Mean Average Pre-
cision (MAP), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), and
we include the Success Rate (SR@k) inspired by
the work of Sakata et al. (2019). Success Rate is the
fraction of questions for which at least one correct
answer is ranked among the top k.

Table 4 summarizes the retrieval metrics for four
of the models we worked with. We added two
benchmarks: a model that randomly picks any an-
swer from the KB, and we used the average crowd
ratings’ as a ‘retrieval’ model. When we compare
the avatar maker’s annotations vs. the crowd’s an-
notations, we label an answer as ‘correct’ for the
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Question (redacted) I think it’s somewhere in California. Basically people are no longer afraid of being caught with meth. So
like the whole city is like a capital of meth. So what do you feel about that? Does that change what you previously said?
Avatar Maker No. BERT Kind of.
Question So would you feel the same way about like meth, heroin, coke because technically those...?
Avatar Maker (Can you ask me something else?, I’d rather
talk about something else, sorry.)

BERT Sure.

Question(redacted) How about like your perception of like religion, like are you religious or?
Avatar Maker I am sure something bigger than us exists, but
I don’t follow any specific book or rituals.

BERT I started questioning my beliefs when I was a teenager
after watching lots of documentaries and talking to agnostics
alike.

Question (redacted) How is your romantic life.
Avatar Maker I like to keep things like this private. BERT Relationships are harder to maintain because of all the

study-aways. Also, the campus is a bit isolated from the city
so it’s not as lively.

Question Yeah, that’s fascinating. So no toilet in your granny house?
Avatar Maker No. BERT Sure.
Question Bye!
Avatar Maker Goodbye! BERT See you later!

Figure 4: Examples in the dev set where the BERT q-A 1:100 system choice differs from the Avatar Maker’s.

crowd, if it received an average rating>= 3.5. The
metrics consistently show that the best retrieval
model looks like the fine-tuned BERT on the q-A
relevance task with a training set ratio of 1:100 be-
tween correct and wrong Q-A pairs. We can now
notice why Recall@k, MRR and MAP may not
be adequate for the context of TOIAs (and for the
wider task of q-a retrieval from a KB).

One would expect that AMT raters would be
more generous in classifying answers as ‘relevant’
for a given question. In fact, there are often cases
where a sensible answer gets retrieved by a model
(Figure 4), but the avatar maker did not deem it
as appropriate. Other utterances like yes/no, sure,
and OK answers are relevant for many questions,
but, as expected, the avatar maker would be more
selective to choose which one between a yes or a no
is an appropriate answer. However, the Recall@k,
MAP and MRR look lower in the case where the
models are assessed against the crowd annotated
data. This is partly due to the models trained on
the data annotated by the avatar maker, but mostly
because the crowd is indeed more generous and
the examples of relevant q-a pairs increased vs.
the avatar maker’s annotations. Moreover, MRR
is highly influenced by the number of documents
retrieved by a model. In fact, the trivial model
retrieving all possible answers in the KB would
give a 100% MRR. MRR is the only metrics for
which it seems that the BERT q-A model with the
1:All sampling ratio performs better than the 1:100
ratio but, in reality, this is due to the model with
the 1:All ratio retrieving more documents.

Including the SR@k metrics makes things easier
to assess. SR@k’s for models evaluated on the

crowd’s annotations are consistently higher than the
respective models assessed on the avatar maker’s
annotations with the only exception of the best
model. BERT q-A (1:100) gives SR@k’s that are
higher than R@k’s when evaluated on the data
annotated by the avatar maker. The difference is
even steeper on the data annotated by the crowd.

We evaluated the retrieval models versus the data
with combined annotations, i.e. both by the AMT
workers and the avatar maker. The results have neg-
ligible differences with respect to the assessment
against the data annotated by the crowd, suggest-
ing that the avatar-maker annotations are mostly
included in the crowd annotations.

7 Discussion

7.1 Accurate vs Plausible Answers

Models that produce state-of-the-art results in other
domains seem to not perform as well in the context
of a TOIA. While a model like BERT q-A 1:100
retrieves plausible answers, the avatar maker’s ac-
curate answers differ (Figure 4, Table 2). This is
also shown by the weak correlation between the IR
models and the human annotators, and by the poor
results the ‘crowd model’ generates on the data an-
notated by the avatar maker (Figure 4). For some
answers, it seems that the avatar maker missed
them when annotating the dialogues set due to hu-
man error. In fact, she had to manually go through
431 answers for 659 questions for a total of 284,029
look-ups. On the other hand, many questions re-
quire affirmative or negative answers, which both
makes sense when evaluating a dialogue snippet
but only one type of answer is correct for the avatar.
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7.2 Viable Metrics for TOIA Evaluation

A TOIA is a single-output system, where the best
answer should be retrieved as the top ranked doc-
ument, and there may be more than one answer
that suits perfectly within a conversation turn. This
makes traditional IR metrics unsuitable for opti-
mizing time-offset systems, so we identified SR@1
as the metric that gives the best indication for the
ability of the system to retrieve a ‘good’ answer.
For k > 1, SR@k gives us more insight into how
to improve a model. For instance, the best perform-
ing model can retrieve a good answer in the top 10
ranked retrieved utterances in more than 80% of
the cases. This information can be used to improve
the system, e.g. by retrieving the top 10 answers
using BERT q-A 1:100 and fine-tuning a re-ranking
methodology that pushes on top the best answers.
Table 5 shows the SR@k metrics for the test set,
and it’s interesting to notice that BERT q-Q yields
a better SR@10 on the crowd’s annotations than
the BERT q-A 1:100 model.

7.3 Limitations

We limited the study to a retrieval problem and
we did not leverage the conversational format of
the dialogues set. There are some turns where we
can observe co-reference (a few examples can be
seen in Figures 1 and 4). We manually annotated
co-references in a sample of 100 dialogue turns
and these happen in about 5% of the dialogues. So
while the IR techniques produce some errors due to
the conversational structure, this is not as material
as to invalidate this study. Regarding the annotation
methodology, a ‘fairer’ way to annotate the answers
might have been to ask the AMT workers to give
a rating for every question in the KB paired with
every dialogue snippets in the dialogue sets. So
when we use the crowd ratings as a model (Table 4),
we are limited to the the answers that were rated by
the human annotators. Rating all answers for every
single question would be unpractical and picking
the union of the top 10 retrieved answers from our
models makes sure that the human raters could
see an answer annotated by the avatar-maker for at
least 66.8% of the questions (SR@10 of the best
performing model, Table 4).

8 Conclusion and Future Work

We explored the challenge of defining what a ‘good’
answer is in the context of a TOIA by annotating
a dataset used for creating an avatar, and evaluat-

ing human-avatar dialogues. We learned that the
perceived ‘right’ answer for avatar interrogators
differs from the avatar maker expectations partly
because some questions and answers are too ver-
satile, i.e., they go well with many answers and
questions, respectively. Additionally, yes and no
answers are equally perceived as relevant by users
interrogating an avatar but would be right or wrong
for a given avatar maker. We make all the human
annotations we collected available to the research
community. We challenged classical retrieval met-
rics and proposed that TOIA’s dialogue managers
should optimize Success Rate @1. Success Rate
@k for different levels of k can help identify how
to improve retrieval techniques.

Our future work includes recognizing versatile
questions and answers, designing methods to elicit
more precise answer recordings at the avatar cre-
ation stage, and forcing yes/no answers with ac-
ceptable degrees of confidence. We plan to use
transfer-learning and one-shot learning for leverag-
ing state-of-the-art results of deep neural models
in the context of a TOIA. Addressing misaligned
expectations between different user needs and pick-
ing the right metric are essential to improving the
design, usability, and answer retrieval methodology
of time-offset interaction applications.
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